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THE BRIEF
When Clare Crabtree of ClaranDesign was asked to remodel and redesign a large family home, the homeowners’ 

brief was to create a stylish and unique “forever home” that would suit their modern lifestyle. 

With a passion for the Edwardian and deco period, the homeowners were keen to create a look that would 

seamlessly combine the elements of both periods at the front of the house leading through to a more 

contemporary style towards the back. Following extensive internal and external restructuring, Clare has translated 

the homeowners’ ideas into an achievable and cohesive new look that has brought their vision to life.

Sector: Residential 

Designer: Clare Crabtree at ClaranDesign 

Flooring Contractor: PRJ Flooring



THE CONCEPT
One of the first decisions the homeowners made was to install Karndean flooring 

throughout the house. Convinced that its durability, low maintenance and quality 

finish would be ideal for their family home, they were inspired by the versatility 

offered by the product. 

Clare explained: “There are large open spaces, so it was important to create a design 

that was both warm and inviting without losing the sense of space. To avoid the result 

appearing bland I decided to mix up the materials and patterns for each room to 

create interest and depth in each room. The real challenge came when deco met 

contemporary from the hallway to the kitchen space, but the flexibility of the materials 

available meant I could be creative to make this happen.”

Clare has created a bespoke look throughout the house with a mix of flooring patterns 

and textures which add interest and character. Inspired by the homeowners’ travels 

and treasured pieces of furniture, each room has been given its own personality yet 

together the interior has retained a cohesive sense of flow.

Above 

Opus | Ignea WP313 

Opus | Cera WP314 

Opus | Carbo WP318

Below 

Opus | Luna SP111



PRODUCTS USED

Top from left to right 
Heritage Collection | Clifton CLIF-04 

Opus | Luna SP111 
Van Gogh | White Washed Oak VGW80T

Middle from left to right 
Opus | Columba WP422 

Art Select | Glacier Oak RL21 
Da Vinci | Limed Silk Oak RP96

Top from left to right 
Opus | Cera WP314 

Opus | Ignea WP313 

Van Gogh | Smoked Oak VGW70T

Middle from left to right 
Van Gogh | Charred Oak VGW102T 

Van Gogh | Ebony VGW89T 

Opus | Carbo WP318

A combination of the below designs have been cut into bespoke patterns, 

creating a sense of interest and character to the interior.



THE LOOK
In the large open plan entrance area, Van Gogh Charred 

Oak and Smoked Oak have been combined in a parquet 

layout for a rich warm look that complements the 

walnut staircase. Enhancing the period front door, a tiled 

entrance rug has been created with Heritage Collection’s 

Clifton design. The blue of these tiles is then picked up 

with vibrant armchairs in the fireside seating area, where 

a custom cut basketweave design gives a boutique 

country hotel vibe. As the entrance area transitions into 

the contemporary space of the kitchen and utility, the 

dark wood parquet floor has been elegantly merged into 

the light stone of Opus Luna with special cut parquet tiles. 

In the bedrooms, different floor treatments offer distinct 

looks for each room. In one, a stylish geometric pattern 

features a combination of grey-toned planks laid in 

Kaleidoscope’s Apex pattern. Another sports a highly 

individual floor inspired by a hotel in France. A rich wood 

design has been laid in hexagon tiles with a one-off 

rug effect created with a hand-cut trellis pattern in two 

lighter wood tones.

Clare concludes: “My aim was to create a space the 

homeowners would fall in love with and immediately 

feel at home in. The result has surpassed both our 

expectations. The flooring looks so real, it’s difficult to tell 

that it is luxury vinyl and it has become a feature piece in 

every room.” 

Right 
Van Gogh | Smoked Oak VGW70T 

Van Gogh | Charred Oak VGW102T

Top left 
Heritage Collection | Clifton CLIF-04

Top right 
Van Gogh | Ebony VGW89T 
Art Select | Glacier Oak RL21 
Da Vinci | Limed Silk Oak RP96 
Opus | Columba WP422

Right 
Van Gogh | White Washed Oak VGW80T



PRODUCTS SPECIFIED

Standard Art Select Result Da Vinci Result Van Gogh Result Opus Result Solid Colours Result

Size** EN ISO 24342
228.6 mm x 76.2 mm  
1219.2 mm x 177.8 mm  
1422.4 mm x 228.6 mm

406.4 mm x 406.4 mm,  
914.4 mm x  76.2 mm

1219.2 mm x 177.8 mm

457.2 mm x 457.2 mm,  
457.2 mm x 609.6 mm,  
914.4 mm x 152.4 mm,  
1219.2 mm x  228.6 mm

Various

Thickness EN ISO 24346 3.0 mm 3.0 mm 3.0 mm 2.5 mm 2.5 mm

Wear layer EN ISO 24340 0.7 mm 0.7 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm 0.55 mm

Guarantee* Light industrial
Commercial
Residential

20 years*
20 years*
Lifetime guarantee*

20 years*
20 years*
Lifetime guarantee*

15 years*
15 years*
Lifetime guarantee*

15 years*
15 years*
Lifetime guarantee*

15 years*
15 years*
Lifetime guarantee*

Bevelled edge Standard Micro Micro Micro No

* Subject to terms. Please speak to your Commercial Specification Manager for more information.

** Sizes based on standard plank size. Products specified have been cut to a bespoke size.

Manufactured  
to ISO 9001

Notifi ed body 0493
Floor coverings (internal)

20

EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2017/Mon/EN/02)

ISO 10874 Class 23/34/43
Manufactured to ISO 10582 20

Notifi ed body 0493
Floor coverings (internal)

EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2020/VG/EN/02)

ISO 10874 Class 23/33/42
Manufactured to ISO 10582

Notifi ed body 0493
Floor coverings (internal)

EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2017/OP/EN/02)

ISO 10874 Class 23/33/42
Manufactured to ISO 105822020

Notifi ed body 0493
Floor coverings (internal)

EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2017/AS/EN/02)

ISO 10874 Class 23/34/43
Manufactured to ISO 10582

Approved body 0321
Floor coverings (internal)

21

BS EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2021/UKCA/AS/01)

ISO 10874 Class 23/34/43
Manufactured to ISO 10582

Approved body 0321
Floor coverings (internal)

21

BS EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2021/UKCA/Mon/01)

ISO 10874 Class 23/34/43
Manufactured to ISO 10582

Approved body 0321
Floor coverings (internal)

21

BS EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2021/UKCA/VG/01)

ISO 10874 Class 23/33/42
Manufactured to ISO 10582

Approved body 0321
Floor coverings (internal)

21

BS EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2021/UKCA/OP/01)

ISO 10874 Class 23/33/42
Manufactured to ISO 10582

To view the full technical specification for each of our product ranges visit our website: 

karndean.com/commercialtechdata

We have a variety of tools available to help you achieve 

the look you desire for your project:

FEELING INSPIRED

Commercial Floorstyle 

Check out our interactive room viewer, 

Floorstyle. Play around with different 

floor designs, laying patterns and design 

features using either our examples of typical 

commercial settings or upload a photo of a 

project you’re currently working on to choose 

a floor to suit.

karndean.com/commercialfloorstyle

CGI 
We invite you on a journey. An exploration. 

A chance to experience our products in an 

unparalleled way. Whether specifying for 

work, life or play, this immersive CGI tool puts 

you at the centre of a 360-degree virtual 

environment. Helping you visualise flooring in 

a real-world setting.

karndean.com/interactivejourney

Commercial brochure 
Showcasing photography spanning all sectors, 

our commercial brochure is a comprehensive 

guide to all of the products we offer.

karndean.com/commercialbrochure

51Design is an endless journey   |

Front cover 

Heritage Collection | Clifton CLIF-04 
Van Gogh | Smoked Oak VGW70T 

Van Gogh | Charred Oak VGW102T
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Karndean Designflooring - Commercial
Call: 0044 (0)1386 820104 

Email: commercial@karndean.co.uk

For ROI call: 01 6569887

karndean.com


